
SENATE No. 1409
By Mr. Mendonca, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 1409) of

George G. Mendonca for legislation to clarify certain provisions of the
law providing for the construction of low and moderate income housing in
cities and towns in which local restrictions hamper such construction.
Urban Affairs.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four.

An Act to clarify certain provisions of the statute providing

FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING
IN CITIES AND TOWNS IN WHICH LOCAL RESTRICTIONS HAMPER
SUCH CONSTRUCTION.

Be it enactedby the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. Chapter 408 of the General Laws as appearing
2 in Section 1 of Chapter 774 of the acts of 1969 is hereby
3 amended by adding a fourth paragraph to Section 20 as
4 follows:
5 Low and moderate income housing shall be deemed un-
-6 reasonably burdensome to a city or town if the density, design,
7 or site planning of the proposed housing would be inconsistent
8 with and seriously detrimental to an established physical
9 character possessed by the proposed site or its surroundings.

1 Section 2. Section 22 of said Chapter 408, as so appearing,
2 is hereby amended by striking out the last sentence and insert-
-3 ing in place thereof the following sentence: If the Housing
4 Appeals Committee decides to override the intention of the
5 local board of appeals, prior to announcing its decision, the
6 Housing Appeals Committee must meet with the local Board
7 of appeals in public hearing in the local city or town to review
8 the intentions and decisions of the local board in relation to
9 site planning, building design, density of units and the Housing

10 Appeals Committee shall to the extent that its decision varies
11 from the intention of the local board, provide in its decision
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12 the reasons for so varying and cause to have published in paid
13 space in at least two issues of all local newspapers, a full state-
-14 ment of its decision and its reasons for so varying. Such
15 decision may be reviewed in the superior court in accordance
16 with the provisions of chapter thirty A.
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